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The first example uses an Anecdote tag.  In this case the 
superscripted citation number appears in the next line, rather than 
immediately following the anecdote text.



Anecdote tag containing only a memo, 
using a hard carriage return at start & end [:CR:].



A similar result is shown here for a tombstone inscription placed in 
the memo field.





In both cases the solution is to use the embedded citation option 
at the end of the memo, placing it prior to the carriage return.

The second step is to right click on the citation, and from the 
drop down menu select “exclude this citation”, which places a 
‘-’ symbol to the left of the number.  The citation number will 
then print only once.



In this second example there are several odd looking entries 
and unknowns.



Source type is Bible Record.  Nothing was known about the 
publisher, so these fields were left blank, not realizing at the time 
that these blank entries would result in an unwanted print in the 
report.



One solution to this problem is to edit this particular output 
form, by deleting references to the publisher in the Full footnote 
and Bibliography.





The references to publisher are now removed.



An alternate method is to perform a global edit of the source 
type.  Tools > Source Type.  Select Bible Record > Edit





Enter conditional brackets for the publisher related items, either 
individually, or bracket all three together. 



The three publisher related labels now have conditional brackets.



A good example of a bad example!



The source of the “unknowns” is clear.  This definition needs to 
be edited.



The source type was changed from E-mail message to Personal 
Communication, resulting in a different selection of entries.



Change some of the entries and enter new information.



If there is not at least one repository, it will print in a report as 
“unknown repository”.







Add a reference note to remind you 
of the location of your source material.




